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Executive summary
The Intellectual Property Office (IPO) commissioned Cardiff University to conduct a research study to
understand the feasibility, technical complexities and effectiveness of how artificial intelligence (AI)
solutions could benefit IPO during prior art searching of patent applications. In particular, IPO is
interested in a proof-of-concept for an AI-powered prior art search/due-diligence check that could form
part of the online patent filing and patent examiner prior art searching processes.
Patent searching is a highly interactive and complex process often requiring multiple searches, diverse
search strategies and search management. From an AI point of view, the key linguistic and semantic
challenges are legal wording, long sentences, acronyms, and the technical nature of patent claims.
The specific objectives of the study are to evaluate the viability of different AI technologies for patent prior
art searching, test different approaches to identity the most effective algorithms, and fully evaluate an
optimal solution. A wide range of state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised machine learning
approaches are considered that could support the tasks of feature extraction, query expansion,
document classification, document clustering and topic modelling. These include:
•
•
•
•

Natural language processing: text segmentation, normalisation, lemmatisation, stemming, cooccurrences, multi-word terms;
Supervised machine learning: support vector machine, naive Bayesian learning, decision tree
induction, random forest;
Unsupervised machine learning: word embeddings, distributional semantics, neural networks,
deep learning;
Semantic technologies: use of lexico-semantic knowledge, latent Dirichlet allocation.

The research concludes that it is not feasible with current AI tools to provide a fully automated solution as
part of the patent application filing process. Patents are manually classified into technology areas by
examiners but this research found that an automated classification task produces very high classification
accuracy, which shows potential to embed this function in the online patent pre-filing process to allow
customers thinking of applying for a patent to more easily undertake due diligence checks.
The viability of the different AI technologies for patent prior art searching is considered and the research
finds clear evidence that none of the available AI algorithms on their own can support every aspect of the
prior art search process (e.g. classification, forming a search query, retrieval, ranking, identifying
similarities and topic visualisation). The intention however is not to design a fully functional information
retrieval system but to develop a proof-of-concept that enables experimental comparisons between
different approaches. The study shows that different state-of-the-art AI algorithms can be used to
retrieve the closest documents, rank relevant documents, suggest synonyms, suggest classifications,
cluster and visualise the retrieved documents/concepts.
The developed concept model follows a user-centred design by considering the needs, wants and
limitations of patent examiners throughout the prior art searching process. As a result, this human-in-theloop approach aims to maximise performance by combining AI and human intervention and is designed
to supplement, not substitute, human expertise and judgment. The chosen AI algorithms support the
user in navigating through large volumes of patent data by suggesting the most plausible search terms
and categorisations of patents into easily interpretable topics. In this scenario, the user keeps the role of
the key decision maker, whereas the AI provides intelligent decision support.
To support practical experiments, a system based on a proposed concept model is implemented in the
programming language Python. For the purposes of this feasibility study, three domains are used to
validate the system experimentally throughout its development:
•
•
•

civil engineering;
computer technology; and
transport.
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These three domains are chosen because they are the top three technology fields based on number of
filings at IPO over the past 10 years. The developed proof-of-concept is trained on English-language
patent data from the PATSTAT bibliographic database of worldwide patents, GB full-text patents, EP fulltext patents and US full-text patents. Qualitative testing with patent examiners is then undertaken using a
number of ‘query’ patents in each of the three domains.
These experiments conducted with expert patent examiners strongly suggests that the use of AI
techniques to retrieve and rank documents could reduce the time and cost of prior art searches, and
especially the process of sifting through the large number of patents retrieved. The experimental results
for precision varies between 30% and 50%, which means that the first 10 search results contain
between 3 and 5 relevant documents. Patent examiners involved in this feasibility study agree that this
was a higher ‘hit rate’ than they achieve with their current search tools. This proof-of-concept for an AIpowered patent prior art search therefore shows that AI has the potential to assist patent examiners in
the future as part of the prior art searching process.
However, an AI-assisted search will require a patent examiner to manually formulate a search statement;
there are currently no effective AI algorithms which can automatically process the application and
generate a search statement, which is one of the most important and knowledge-intensive parts of the
prior art searching process. The construction of the search statement requires clear understanding of the
critical subject matter and the potential novelty of the patent application; this should remain a human task
to suitably bound the AI search because of the wealth of specialist expertise and experience that a
patent examiner has, and is not something to be performed by AI.
The patent examiners involved in testing the proof-of-concept make a number of suggestions about how
the system performance could be improved. This includes using flexible search strategies (e.g. using
different parts of the patent text at different stages of the search process, selecting the most relevant
paragraphs to the crux of the invention to make the retrieval task more focused, changing the weighting
of the search parameters), hybrid search strategies (e.g. combining text and picture searches) and
knowledge-based search strategies (e.g. enhancing the search with knowledge types such as method,
process, methodology, etc.) and using domain-specific ontologies.
Experiments conducted as part of the study highlight significant differences in the search strategies
employed by the patent examiners and the need for more innovative tools in the future which support
more flexible search strategies. There are opportunities to enhance the current prior art search process
by developing new tools for retrieving image-based patents, collecting evidence of due diligence,
spotting ambiguity, finding contradictions and visualising relationships among documents.
In conclusion, the study evaluates the viability of different AI technologies for patent prior art searching,
including supervised and unsupervised machine learning, and finds clear evidence that none of the
available AI algorithms on their own can support every aspect of the prior art search process. The proofof-concept developed as part of this research uses different state-of-the-art AI algorithms for the different
parts of the patent prior art searching process. Experimental results give a higher ‘hit rate’ than patent
examiners achieve with their current search tools which shows that an AI tool has the potential to assist
patent examiners in the future as part of the prior art searching process. The study identifies the potential
of new approaches combining AI with NLP and computational semantics, and highlights the importance
of human-centred decision and performance support tools. There is however a need for further work
with larger scale and more rigorous testing with a larger collection of patents and more patent examiners
across a wider breadth of different technology areas, as well as more cutting-edge research on new
algorithms supporting flexible search strategies and a dynamic, iterative search process.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Context

As part of the Government’s Better Regulation agenda, BEIS (Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy) are encouraging regulators to look at innovation-friendly frameworks and approaches.
The £10m Regulators’ Pioneer Fund (RPF) was launched in 2018 to drive forward this innovation-friendly
agenda and help unlock the long-term economic opportunities identified in the Government’s modern
Industrial Strategy. Regulators are being asked to consider new and emerging issues where they might be
able to collaborate productively with others and help businesses bring innovative new products to market.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is one of the Industrial Strategy Grand Challenges and an area of emerging
technology. Intellectual Property Office (IPO) has a working group investigating how they can embrace AI
technologies. This includes modernising internal operational processes and the application process for
customers applying for intellectual property rights (IPRs), which includes patents, trade marks and
designs. The technical nature of patent specifications, and the legal wording used in patent applications in
particular, raises a number of AI challenges.
As part of this innovation agenda, IPO commissioned Cardiff University to conduct a study to understand
the feasibility, technical complexities and effectiveness of how AI solutions could benefit IPO customers
during the filing and prosecution of patent applications. This study was funded by the £10m Regulators’
Pioneer Fund.
In particular, IPO was interested in a proof-of-concept for an AI-powered prior art search/due-diligence
check that could form part of the online patent filing and patent examiner prior art searching processes.
Prior to filing, this could inform a patent application of the most relevant prior art that exists and that may
hinder their patent application being expedited to grant. The results of this search would also be passed
on to the patent examiner undertaking the patent prosecution, who could use the results to inform their
search with potentially significant time, and therefore cost, savings to be had.
The aim is to reduce the time and cost of patent prior art searches/due-diligence checks and
subsequently improve the quality of the patent examination process. Customers applying for IPRs may
benefit from faster handling of their patent applications. This aim is in line with the vision to provide
automated search tools that complement the patent examiners' knowledge and expertise (Andlauer,
2018).
This research will also help to answer a number of technological challenges currently facing the IP
community, including the suitability of AI for patent searching given the technical nature of patent
specifications and the terminology used. As acknowledged in a recent paper (Krishna et al., 2016), fully
automated prior art retrieval systems are challenged by the technical content of the patents and the
subtleties in interpretation of patent laws, which are influenced by recent court decisions.

1.2

Aim and objectives

The specific objectives of the study are to:
• evaluate the viability of different AI technologies for patent prior art searching;
• test different approaches to identity the most effective algorithms;
• fully test and evaluate of an optimal algorithm.
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1.3

Literature review

The success of a prior art search relies upon the selection of relevant search queries (Bashir and Rauber,
2010). An important component of a successful search process is the transformation of a human query
(search request) into a query representation (Crestani, 2003). This process is influenced by the patent
examiner’s background experience in the technical field, their knowledge, communication and
presentation skills, the reputation for trust and reliability that they have built up and their approach to
teamwork (Adams, 2018).
Typically, terms for prior art queries are extracted from the claim fields of query patents. However,
selecting relevant terms for queries is a difficult task due to the complex technical structure of patents and
the presence of mismatched and vague terms; this often involves further research into the domain of the
application.
Furthermore, patents are complex legal documents, even less accessible than the scientific literature. As a
text genre, the patent domain is associated with several characteristics: huge differences in length, strictly
formalised document structure (both semantic and syntactic), extensive use of standard and non-standard
acronyms and domain terminology (Anderson et al., 2017). Patent drafters intentionally try to use entirely
different word combinations, not only synonyms but also paraphrasing (Atkinson, 2008). Patentees
typically use their own lexicon in describing their inventive details or use abstract or generic terms to
maximise the protective scope. Patents often include different data types – typically drawings,
mathematical formulas, bio-sequence listings or chemical structures that require specific techniques for
effective search and analysis.
In addition to the standard metadata (e.g. title, abstract, publication date, applicants, inventors), patent
offices typically assign some classification coding to assist in managing (allocating) their examination
workload and in searching patents, but these classification codes are not consistently applied or
harmonised across different patent offices (Alberts et al., 2017). The diachronic aspect of the patent text
genre contributes not only to sparse events but also to changes in terminology, where one term may refer
to a technical concept during a certain time period and thereafter may switch to represent another
(Anderson et al., 2017, Harris et al., 2017). The existing diachronic nature and vocabulary diversity within
part of the patent text genre make it more difficult to sample out data in order to establish a training set for
text mining applications (Oostdijk et al., 2017).
The ongoing debate among patent professionals about the relative value of full-text versus controlled
indexing (Adams, 2018) reveals open questions about search quality and whether full-text search
strategies generate too much irrelevant material (low precision searching) or are more prone to miss
relevant answers due to unexpected variation in terminology in the source documents (low recall).
When searching for prior art, patent examiners are currently mainly relying on keyword searches and
Boolean logic. However, the consensus in the research literature in the information retrieval and patent
domains is that a keyword-based search for prior art, even if done with most professional care, often
produces suboptimal results (Helmers et al. 2019). This is particularly important considering the different
consequences of false positive and false negative results in the patent domain. While false positives cause
additional work for the patent examiner, who has to exclude the irrelevant documents from the report,
false negatives may lead to an erroneous grant of a patent, which can have significant legal and financial
implications (Trippe et al., 2017).
Several recent studies advocate the development of user-centred information retrieval systems, which
assist expert patent examiners in identifying relevant literature and making decisions in prior art. Such
systems offer improved interactivity and transparency, which are critical in gaining the trust of the users.
For example, a system called Sigma, currently piloted at the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) (Krishna et al., 2016), not only performs basic keyword searches but also allows the experts to
create search strategies that are best suited to examining a particular application. Another study explored
the use of word embeddings (Showkatramani et al., 2018) and concluded that no model by itself was
sophisticated enough to match an expert’s choice of keyword expansion.
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1.4

User-centred approach and scope

This study follows a user-centred design by considering the needs, wants and limitations of users
(including both applicants and examiners) throughout the process. As a result, this human-in-the-loop
approach aims to maximise performance by combining AI and human intervention and is designed to
supplement, not substitute, human expertise and judgment. The AI algorithms are used to support the
user in navigating through large volumes of patent data by suggesting the most plausible search terms
and categorisations of patents into easily interpretable topics. In this scenario, the user keeps the role of
the key decision maker, whereas the AI provides intelligent decision support.
The scope of the feasibility study is a wide range of state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised machine
learning approaches that will support the tasks of feature extraction, query expansion, document
classification, document clustering and topic modelling. The intention is not to design a fully functional
information retrieval system but to develop a proof-of-concept that will enable experimental comparisons
between different approaches.

2

Observations and interviews

The interviews with IPO patent examiners specialised in different sectors were held in January and
February 2019. They were conducted by the academic researchers from Cardiff University.

2.1

Prior art searching as a process

The purpose of the prior art search is to find the closest prior art that may impact the patentability of an
application and the likelihood of getting a patent granted. In its simplistic form, the prior art search involves
the following steps:
• examining the claims and identifying terms/possible keywords;
• distilling what the defining part of the invention is and forming a search statement;
• identifying the most relevant classifications based on keywords and examiner’s background
knowledge;
• optional background search to identify the most suitable terms and synonyms;
• forming search queries, primarily using EpoqueNet 1, using keywords, classification codes and
Boolean functions;
• finding the patents that are likeliest to be relevant to the application;
• sifting through the retrieved documents in EpoqueNet, using colour coded highlights, drawers and
sticky notes, to identify the most relevant patents;
• further narrowing down the search results, often using the drawings and manual disambiguation
of concepts, to identify close conceptual similarities;
• optional search for published research/online materials;
• forming a conclusion (judgement) about the novelty and inventiveness of the application.
The definition of the search statement is one of the most important steps in the process. It requires clear
understanding of the critical subject matter and the potential novelty of the application.

1

EpoqueNet is a professional patent search tool for national patent offices that is produced by the European Patent Office (EPO)
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Examiners often modify the search statement several times as their understanding of the prior art or the
potential patentability of the application develops. The search statement may include words, which do not
necessarily appear in the original claims.
The most time-consuming step is sifting through the large number of patents retrieved.
Searching strategy: very systematic due to the structured way patent literature is organised.
Search techniques currently used: keywords, classifiers, Boolean logic, proximity operators, truncation
operators (e.g. right word truncation), linking to full-text documents and patent families, linking to external
and internal depositories, keyword and synonym selection, combining saved search queries appropriately,
iterative modification of previously stored search queries in light of newly acquired phrases and
terminology, citation search and multilingualism.
Post-search analysis techniques currently used: colour coding/highlighting, drawers and sticky notes in
EpoqueNet.

2.2

User requirements
• Key user requirements: retrieving the closest documents, ranking relevant documents, suggesting
synonyms, suggesting classifications, suggesting highlights, visualising the retrieved
documents/concepts and clustering.
• Additional (desirable) requirements beyond the scope of this feasibility study: retrieving imagebased patents, collecting evidence of due diligence, spotting ambiguity, finding contradictions,
sense disambiguation, visualising relationships among documents and searching
pictures/drawings.
• Scope: searching and filtering patents from a number of sectors.

The main user requirement is effective prior art searching and filtering of patent literature
(i.e. granted patents and published patent applications).

2.3

Key challenges

Patent searching is a highly interactive and complex process often requiring multiple searches, diverse
search strategies and search management. The key linguistic and semantic challenges are legal wording,
long sentences, acronyms, and the technical nature of patent claims.
The usability of an Information Retrieval (IR) system is a function of three aspects: its effectiveness,
efficiency and user satisfaction. This feasibility study mainly focuses on effectiveness—the ability of the
system to provide documents according to specified relevance criteria. The gold standard is manually
judged results. However, research has shown that human judges tend to vary in what they find relevant.
Users agree more with each other when asked questions in the form “Which of these two documents is
more relevant to the query?” than when asked to provide absolute judgements (e.g. “Is this document
relevant to the query?”).
Almost all contemporary search technologies are based on ranked retrieval, and it is accepted by the
Information Retrieval (IR) community that ranked retrieval is almost always more effective than Boolean
retrieval.
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2.4

Technical requirements

The technical requirements (TRs) for this feasibility study were:
• TR1: Automated query expansion by suggesting synonyms, meronyms, hyponyms and
hypernyms;
• TR2: Automated document classification by suggesting additional classification codes;
• TR3: Automated identification of similar documents using semantic similarity measures;
• TR4: Automated ranked list of relevant documents based on document similarity;
• TR5: Visualisation of the distinguishing characteristics of retrieved documents using topic
modelling.

2.5

Indicators and measures

Precision P and recall R are often used in IR as measures of effectiveness. Precision indicates how many
irrelevant documents were retrieved together with the relevant ones, while recall measures how many
relevant documents were overlooked. Precision is often seen as a measure of exactness or quality,
whereas recall is a measure of completeness or quantity.
Precision = number of relevant items retrieved / number of items retrieved
Recall = number of relevant items retrieved / number of relevant items in the whole collection
Both measures require manual labelling of documents and assessment of their relevance by experts. It is
impractical to assess all documents in a large collection, in which case only precision is used. In addition,
total recall is not always required in a prior art search as it is only necessary to find one reference which
predates the filing of the patent application. In practice, most searchers aim to find more references, but
there is no requirement for a total recall.
Since the ranking of documents is one of the most important criteria, this feasibility study will measure
precision at k point (precision@k), where k is a cut-off point in the ranked list of retrieved documents. The
parameter k is not fixed, and a range of potential values is considered, e.g. k = 10, 20, ..., 100.
This study also uses F-measure to assess the accuracy of the classification algorithm. It is defined as the
weighted harmonic mean of the precision and recall. Other measures used to assess the human aspects
include agreement to measure the interpretability of topic modelling and a focus group discussion to
explore user experience.
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3

Proof-of-concept

3.1

AI techniques considered

This feasibility study investigates a combination of technologies including natural language processing
(NLP), machine learning (ML) and semantic technologies. Different AI algorithms will be considered in
terms of their suitability to address the main technical requirements (TR1-TR5).
Table 1: AI and NLP algorithms considered

AI and NLP Algorithms

TR1:
Query
expansion

TR2:
Document
classification

TR3:
Document
similarity

TR4:
Ranking

TR5:
Topic
modelling

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Natural language processing:

text segmentation,
normalisation, lemmatisation,
stemming, co-occurrences,
multi-word terms

Unsupervised machine
learning: word embeddings,
distributional semantics

x

Supervised machine learning:

support vector machine, naive
Bayesian learning, decision tree
induction, random forest

x

Unsupervised machine
learning: neural networks, deep

x

learning

Similarity measures: Jaccard
similarity, Euclidean distance,
cosine similarity
Semantic technologies: use of
lexico-semantic knowledge,
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA)

x

x

x

x

x
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3.2

Concept model

Figure 1 shows a conceptual diagram of the main processes involved in a prior art search and the filtering
of patent information. The concept model was developed as a methodological tool for systematic
experimentation with different algorithms. The proposed model is based on the following assumptions:
• the examiner reads an application and defines a search statement and a search query;
• the system classifies the application into one or more classes;
• the system extracts the most relevant keywords (including multi-word terms) from the application;
• the system suggests expanding the query with other related words;
• the examiner curates the search query;
• the system launches a search to retrieve documents from the relevant classes;
• the system assorts the retrieved documents into topics, each described by a set of keywords;
• the examiner selects the topic(s) deemed most relevant to the application;
• documents from the relevant topic(s) are ranked based on their similarity to the application;
• the content of each document is colour-coded to highlight its relevance to the application.

Figure 1: Concept model of a prior art search and the filtering of patent information

To support practical experiments, a system based on the proposed concept model has been
implemented in the programming language Python. Dependencies on external software libraries are
described in Appendix 1.
For the purposes of this feasibility study, three domains were chosen to validate the system experimentally
throughout its development: civil engineering, computer technology and transport. These three domains
were chosen because they are the top three technology fields 2 based on number of filings at IPO over the
past 10 years. Each domain was formally defined as the union of relevant inventions areas identified by
their codes in the International Patent Classification (IPC) scheme (World Intellectual Property Organisation,
2019). The chosen IPC codes are listed in Appendix 2. The corresponding validation datasets were
created by retrieving patents with these IPC classes/subclasses from sources identified by IPO. The
original data were formatted in XML according to a schema provided in Appendix 3. The data were stored
in an XML database for easy querying by metadata.

3.3

Description of system functionalities

3.3.1 Feature extraction
3.3.1.1 Single-word features
The purpose of this task is to automate the extraction of lexico-semantic features that will later be utilised
by methods described in Sections 3.3.2-3.3.4. Our document representation is based on the bag-ofwords (BoW) model, where each document is represented as the bag of its words. Although this simple
representation completely ignores the grammar and word order, it has proven successful in applications
such as information retrieval and document classification mainly due to the multiplicity of words, which
allows their local relevance to be easily quantifiable using measures such as term frequency-inverse
2

Of the 35 WIPO technology fields – see IPC concordance table at https://www.wipo.int/ipstats/en/
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document frequency (TF-IDF) (Spärck Jones, 1972; Salton and McGill, 1986). The success of using
individual words as key features also depends on the ability of the system to unify different surface forms.
Basic linguistic pre-processing was used to neutralise insignificant orthographic differences between
otherwise identical words such as letter casing (Bayesian learning vs. bayesian learning), non-ASCII
characters (e.g. naïve Bayes vs. naive Bayes), spelling variations (nearest neighbour vs. nearest neighbor),
spelling mistakes, etc. Further normalisation involves lemmatisation and stemming to support features that
focus more closely on the underlying meaning of the words (e.g. transportation, transported and
transporter are all mapped to transport as their common root).
3.3.1.2 Multi-word features
To model relationships between individual words, additional features based on word co-occurrence were
considered. Two approaches were used here: one using a fixed-sized text window called n-grams and the
other focusing on domain-specific multi-word terms. By definition, n-grams preserve the local context of
individual words. N-grams can simply be added to a BoW to enrich document representation with
contextual features. This allows for a finer-grained comparison of the respective documents.
N-grams divide text physically into blocks without any regard for the logical relations between words,
either syntactic or semantic. Consequently, this may lead to the loss of important conceptual information.
Consider for instance these two documents: ‘... the way of doing things on the Internet has evolved...’ and
‘...five ways the Internet of Things is transforming businesses...’. Their BoW representations are similar as
they both mention the words Internet and things. However, only the latter makes reference to the Internet
of Things as a standard term used to refer to the interconnection via the Internet of computing devices
embedded in everyday objects, enabling them to send and receive data. Bi-grams will fail to capture this
information. Tri-grams will manage to represent the Internet of Things as a single feature in the extended
BoW model. However, longer terms such as Internet Small Computer System Interface will again fail to be
featured. Therefore, a more flexible approach is required to systematically capture important phrases
regardless of their length.
Multi-word terms are commonly used as linguistic representations of domain-specific concepts, e.g.
Internet of Things, Internet Small Computer System Interface, etc. These logical units of text that convey
scientific and technical information tend to get lost when text is physically divided into n-grams. Locally
developed software FlexiTerm was used to extract multi-word terms from text on the fly (Spasić et al.,
2013; Spasić et al., 2018; Spasić, 2018). Additional advantage of using this particular software is its ability
to link acronyms to their multi-word term representatives, e.g. Internet of Things (IoT), Internet Small
Computer System Interface (ISCSI), etc. Unpacking acronyms to their full forms allows for their content
(i.e. individual words) to become searchable and used as features for further document analysis. Appendix
4 provides examples of multi-word terms extracted from the validation data. Note that different term
variants are grouped together. For instance, example ID 14 from Table 23 in Appendix 4 represents a
simple case of orthographic variation (e.g. bottom hole assembly vs. bottomhole assembly) and links both
variants to their acronym BHA. This grouping allows for all variants to be represented using a single
feature. Example 39 from Table 24 in Appendix 4 shows syntactic variation, where the order of words
varies (e.g. network functions virtualization vs. virtual network function), resulting in two acronyms, NFV
and VNF. Note that the words with the same root, virtual and virtualization, are matched by way of
stemming, which facilitates an interpretation of words based on their core meaning. To facilitate
terminology browsing, terms can be automatically arranged into dendrograms based on their types (see
Appendix 5).
3.3.1.3 Word embeddings
The above approaches represent words (or terms) as discrete variables, which cannot be easily compared
with respect to their similarity and other semantic relationships. Therefore, a representation to compare
the meaning of words was required. The semantics of words can be partly inferred from text based on
their contextual usage. This bottom-up approach is known as distributional semantics. Its main idea is
summarised by the distributional hypothesis, which states that words with similar distributions have similar
meanings. Word embeddings represent words in the form of real-valued vectors of low dimensionality,
which are learnt from text using approaches such as neural networks or dimensionality reduction. By
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capturing (or generalising) the context of a word, word embeddings tend to preserve similarity and other
relationships between words by way of distances and directions in the corresponding vector space. Word
embeddings also effectively bypass the curse of dimensionality, which is known to reduce the
performance of machine learning algorithms (Hughes, 1968).
The study uses state-of-the-art word embedding algorithms – word2vec – (Mikolov et al., 2013) to train
word embeddings on each domain separately and obtain domain-specific word representations.
Consider, for example, domain-specific uses of the word driver given in Appendix 6. This word typically
refers to a physical object, software or a person in civil engineering, computer technology or transport
respectively. Different meanings of the word have been captured by domain-specific word embeddings
through their relationships to similar or otherwise related words (see Appendix 7). For example, the word
driver in transport is close to its domain-specific synonyms (e.g. vehicle-operator), hyponyms (e.g. cyclist)
and related words (e.g. passenger), whereas, in computer technology, it is close to its domain-specific
synonyms (e.g. controller) and related words (e.g. I/O).
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3.3.2 Query expansion
A prior art search involves investigating whether a similar idea has already been described in a previously
published patent. A thorough prior art search involves creating a search query involving different
combinations of relevant search terms. The purpose of this task is to facilitate reformulation of a search
query to improve retrieval performance by adding search terms that can identify additional relevant
documents. Given an initial list of search terms, the goal of query expansion is to improve retrieval
performance by also searching for their lexically related terms (i.e. synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms and
meronyms), semantically related terms and surface variants (Azad and Deepak, 2019). For example, given
the original query (e.g. automobile), it can be expanded by including synonyms (e.g. car), meronyms (e.g.
engine), hyponyms (e.g. minivan) and hypernyms (e.g. vehicle).
3.3.2.1 Lexical relationships
A classic approach to query expansion involves the use of a thesaurus, which organises words according
to the aforementioned relationships of synonymy, meronymy and hyponymy. WordNet is the largest lexical
database of English, in which content words (i.e. nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) are grouped into
synsets (i.e. sets of synonyms), each corresponding to a distinct concept in the semantic space (Miller,
1995; Fellbaum, 1998). Synsets are further interlinked by means of lexical relations including hyponymy
(i.e. ‘is a kind of’) and meronymy (i.e. ‘is a part of’). Given a word, these relations can be explored to find
related words that can then be presented to the user as plausible candidates for query expansion.
Appendix 8 illustrates this concept using WordNet's web interface. To access WordNet programmatically
from our system and its own interface, the NLTK WordNet API was used.
3.3.2.2 Semantic relationships
While easy and straightforward to use, WordNet has been designed as a general resource, therefore, its
coverage may vary across different domains. For instance, it recognises a tablet as a dose of medicine in
the form of a small pellet but not as a mobile device. When trained on a domain-specific corpus, word
embeddings can capture domain-specific meaning, as illustrated in Appendix 7 using the word driver as
an example. Given a word, the vector space of word embeddings can be explored using simple arithmetic
operations to retrieve related words as its nearest neighbours. They can then be presented to the user as
plausible candidates for query expansion. Note that the related words might as well include lexically
related words. For example, the neighbourhood of the word driver in transport (see Figure 14 in Appendix
7) includes its synonyms (e.g. vehicle-operator) and hyponyms (e.g. cyclist and motorman). However,
when using word embeddings to retrieve related words, it cannot currently differentiate between specific
relationships. However, distance can be used to measure the ‘strength’ of individual relationships and
varying this parameter can control the number of alternative search terms suggested to the user.
Using the two approaches described above, a search query can be iteratively tuned to develop an optimal
search strategy. The role of the user in this process shifts from the ‘art and craft’ of recalling search terms
from memory to curating those automatically suggested by the system. This would not only improve the
efficiency of query formulation but would also improve the consistency across users, thereby supporting
the reproducibility of search results. To give a user more control over the query expansion process, an
interface has been created to allow them to (de)select additional search terms suggested automatically by
the system.
3.3.2.3 Local search engine
Given a query, the actual search is performed using Elasticsearch (Elasticsearch, 2018), the most popular
search and analytics engine. For added search flexibility and robustness, the query can be further
expanded using built-in suggesters: term, phrase and completion suggesters. The term suggester
provides word alternatives on a per-token basis within a certain edit distance, which can be used to
account for spelling mistakes, spelling variations and other types of surface variations. The phrase
suggester adds additional logic on top of the term suggester to provide entire corrected phrases instead
of individual tokens based on an n-gram model. This suggester can help a patent examiner make better
decisions about which search terms to select based on word distribution. Both suggesters support did-
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you-mean functionality. Finally, the completion suggester provides auto-complete or search-as-you-type
functionality. The completion suggester uses data structures that enable fast lookups to provide instant
feedback to the user as they type. This navigational feature can be used to guide a patent examiner to
relevant documents as they are typing, thus improving search precision. In addition, Elasticsearch can be
boosted with plug-ins, e.g. the International Components for Unicode (ICU) plugin for better analysis of
Asian languages, Unicode normalisation, Unicode-aware case folding, collation support and transliteration.
By default, Elasticsearch is used via REST API, but Python binding can be used to fully integrate
Elasticsearch into the proposed system. For the purpose of this feasibility study, a local Elasticsearch
server was installed and stored the validation data (see Appendix 9) independently of other system
components.

3.3.3 Document classification
The International Patent Classification (IPC) is a hierarchical system of approximately 650 subclasses used
to classify patents in a uniform manner (Makarov, 2004). Each patent is assigned at least one classification
code, which indicates the main subject to which the invention defined in the patent application relates.
Additional codes may be appended to further refine the classification of the patent. For a given patent
application, a patent examiner assigns the classification code manually following the classification
guidelines. The fact that filed patents are already classified provides a perfect opportunity to explore
supervised machine learning algorithms to automate the task of classifying patent applications. Supervised
learning uses a large set of training data, where each document is assigned a class label, to generalise the
relationships between different features and classes into a classification model (e.g. function, decision tree,
probability, etc.). Given a new document, the classification model is applied to predict its class label. In our
scenario, the new document represents a patent application, which will be indirectly compared to the filed
patents whose generalisable properties will be captured by the classification model.
Having identified a training set, the next step involves the choice of a specific supervised learning
algorithm. According to the no-free-lunch theorem, any two learning algorithms are equivalent when their
performance is averaged across all possible problems (Wolpert, 1996). In other words, there is no
universally best learning algorithm, which suggests that the choice of an appropriate algorithm should be
based on its performance for the particular problem at hand and the properties of data that characterise
the problem. Cross-validation experiments can be used to estimate the performance of machine learning
algorithms on unseen data in a less biased/optimistic manner. This is important, as more-complex and
data-hungry algorithms such as deep learning may overfit the training data. To that end, 10-fold crossvalidation experiments were used to systematically evaluate the performance of a wide range of
supervised learning algorithms, including:
• support vector machines (SVMs) with radial basis function (RBF) kernel;
• decision tree induction;
• random forest;
• AdaBoost;
• nearest neighbours;
• multilayer perceptron (MLP);
• Gaussian naïve Bayesian (NB) learning;
• Bernoulli NB learning.
In the proposed system, a binary classifier would be trained for each IPC subclass, using its patents as
positive examples and those from all other subclasses as negative examples. To sufficiently challenge a
classifier during cross-validation, two relatively similar IPC subclasses from each validation domain were
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selected (see Table 2). As the size of IPC subclasses can vary considerably, subclasses of different sizes
were chosen to measure the extent to which the size of the training dataset affects the classification
performance. Two data representation models were used based on BoW and word embeddings,
respectively. Appendix 10 provides a summary of cross-validation results.
Table 2: Classes used in the cross-validation experiments

Domain

Subclass 1

Subclass 2

Subclass
size

Civil
engineering

E03D (water-closets or urinals
with flushing devices; flushing
valves therefor)

E03F (sewers; cesspools)

900 (small)

Computer
technology

G06K (recognition of data;
presentation of data; record
carriers; handling record
carriers)

G06T (image data processing
or generation, in general)

20K (large)

Transport

B62J (cycle saddles or seats;
accessories peculiar to cycles
and not otherwise provided
for, e.g. article carriers or cycle
protectors)

B62K (cycles; cycle frames;
cycle steering devices; rideroperated terminal controls
specially adapted for cycles;
cycle axle suspensions; cycle
sidecars, forecars, or the like)

3K (medium)

3.3.4 Topic modelling
There are two primary paradigms of navigation through large volumes of text data—searching and
browsing—which fulfil different purposes. Users who browse are looking to discover new information,
whereas users who search are looking to find specific information. Therefore, browsing can support
opportunistic exploration of prior art when search terms cannot be easily defined. Browsing requires
categorisation of documents into major topics. One such categorisation is IPC, which was mentioned in
Section 3.3.3, but each IPC category is broad, and hence its manual inspection is not feasible. To support
fine-grained browsing within IPC subclasses, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) can be used to discover
abstract topics within a collection of documents (Blei et al., 2003). Each topic is characterised by a
number of keywords that best discriminate it against other topics. These keywords support the
interpretability of topics, therefore allowing the user to quickly assess the relevance of documents
associated with that topic. In addition, each document can be associated with multiple topics, which is
useful for simultaneously exploring multiple aspects of a patented invention. Different parameters of LDA,
such as the number of topics, keywords, iterations, minimum probability, etc., will have different
implication on the utility of results and, therefore, require systematic experimentation to find optimal
settings for each IPC category. To tune these parameters, a series of topic modelling experiments were
performed using the validation data.
As an unsupervised approach, topic modelling is notoriously difficult to evaluate. Topic coherence
measures have been used to remedy the problem that topic models give no guarantee on their
interpretability (Röder et al., 2015). While topic coherence was measured, a method of measuring
interpretability was also proposed, as it is of utmost importance in the context of triaging filed patents.
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3.3.5 Document similarity
This task builds upon a traditional information retrieval approach to prior art searching. This approach
relies upon a user to map the invention idea onto a set of appropriate search terms. Assuming that the
search terms are known, the actual retrieval from the database can be performed efficiently. Given that the
invention idea is already described in a patent application, it can be compared directly against filed patents
to retrieve the most similar patents. This is traditionally done using a vector space model, in which each
document is represented by a vector whose coordinates correspond to individual words weighed by the
frequency of their distribution within the document and across all documents, which is known as term
frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) (Spärck Jones, 1972). Two documents can then be
compared by measuring the distance (or similarity) between their vectors. For this purpose, experiments
with Jaccard similarity and Euclidean distance were conducted, but the best results were achieved, as
expected, using cosine similarity because it represents a measurement of orientation and not magnitude
(Jurafsky & Martin, 2008).
All of the above approaches can be applied at different levels, ranging from a whole document to
individual sections, paragraphs and sentences. Such granularity is of particular importance, as most
inventions represent improvements upon existing solutions. Therefore, it is important to identify
paragraphs or sentences that refer to ideas already described in other patents. For shorter text snippets
such as titles and sentences, the vector space model (even with dimensionality reduction) will result in
sparse feature vectors, which would exhibit weak discrimination in the face of high dimensionality (Houle et
al., 2010). Alternatively, word embeddings can be reused to encode or compare the meaning of individual
sentences. For example, a sentence can be represented by the centroid of its word embeddings and
thereby measure the distance between two sentences. A more fine-grained measure of distance between
two sentences would be the word mover's distance (WMD) (Kusner et al., 2015), which represents the
minimal cumulative distance that the words of one sentence need to travel in the word embeddings space
to reach the words of the other sentence. For example, after removing the stop words, the distance
between ‘extendible umbrella handle’ and ‘parasol foot with retractable point’ would be the sum of the
distances between the closest pairs of words, i.e. umbrella and parasol, extendible and retractable and
handle and foot.

4

Evaluation

4.1

Experimental protocol

Table 3 outlines multiple system functionalities that were evaluated and the mode of their assessment.
Using a dataset of 162,154 published patent applications, the system was evaluated using the
experimental protocol outlined in Table 4; specific AI algorithms used to support different functionalities of
the system are listed in the right-most column. The associated technical requirements (TRs) are indicated
in the first column. The corresponding evaluation experiments and their outcomes are provided in the
subsequent sections.
Table 3: Evaluation experiments

Functionality

Aspect

Assessment

Classification

Accuracy

F-measure

Topic modelling

Interpretability

Agreement

Information retrieval

Accuracy

Precision@k

Usability

User experience

Focus group
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Table 4: Experimental protocol

TR

TR2

TR5

TR1

TR3,
TR4

Step

Action

1

The system classifies the
application into one of three
domains:
1. civil engineering
2. computer technology
3. transport

2

The system maps the
application to the most
relevant topics within the
domain, each described by a
set of keywords.

3

The system extracts the most
relevant keywords from the
application.

4

The system suggests
expanding the query with
other related words, which
were identified using:
1. general purpose thesaurus
2. domain-specific word
embeddings
3. topic modelling

5

The user curates the search
query.

6

7

8

9

The system launches a search
to retrieve and rank at most
30 patents from the relevant
domain and topics within.
The retrieved patents are
mixed with a set of 30 patents
selected randomly from the
same domain and then
shuffled.
The system cross-references
the query against each patent
to colour-code its content.
The user assesses the
relevance of each patent on a
3-point Likert scale:
1. irrelevant
2. somewhat relevant
3. relevant

Rationale

Algorithm

Constraining the search to a specific domain
reduces the number of false positives when
homonyms (i.e. words that are spelled the
same way but have different meanings) are
used as search terms. For example, the
word bus means ‘a large motor vehicle
carrying passengers by road’ in transport
and ‘a distinct set of conductors carrying
data and control signals’ in computing.
Constraining the search to a specific topic
reduces the number of false positives as
ambiguity persists within a domain. For
example, the word ‘code’ in computing can
be used in multiple contexts, e.g. software,
access control, digital encoding, etc.
Focusing the search to the most relevant
keywords supports identification of related
patents. More importantly, it reduces the
user's total cognitive load, here defined as
the amount of mental processing needed to
define a search query, to maximise usability
of the system.

Linear support
vector
machine
(SVM)
classifier with
stochastic
gradient
descent (SGD)
training

Expanding the search query with other
related words increases the recall, i.e.
identifies a larger set of relevant patents.

Manual curation of the query is expected to
improve both the recall and the precision of
the search results.
The retrieved patents are expected to be
ranked by their relevance to the application,
thereby making their identification more
efficient.
This step was added to the system to reduce
the bias in evaluation. In a blinded
experiment, information that may influence
the participants is masked (or blinded) until
after the experiment is complete.
By highlighting parts of the patent that match
the search query, the user can assess its
relevance to the application faster.
Annotating the relevance of each patent
creates a gold standard against which the
overall search performance can be
evaluated.

Latent
Dirichlet
allocation
(LDA)
Term
frequencyinverse
document
frequency
(TF-IDF)

1. WordNet
2. word2vec
3. LDA

n/a

Elasticsearch

n/a

n/a

n/a
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The AI-assisted prior art searching algorithms were trained on data provided by IPO with publication dates
on or before 31 December 2018. Data provided includes the PATSTAT bibliographic database of
worldwide patents (Autumn 2018 edition), GB full-text patents (1979-2018), EP full-text patents (19782018) and US full-text patents (1976-2018). For data security reasons, IPO was unable to supply the
accompanying patent examiner search statements for each training document as these are not published.
The evaluation includes quantitative and qualitative experiments as outlined below.

4.1.1 Quantitative testing
The IPO testing on the algorithms was undertaken in November 2019 on patents published since 1
January 2019 in each of the three test sectors (civil engineering, computer technology and transport) using
ten ‘query’ patents, which reflect a range of different technological complexities in each of the test
domains. Results (up to 60 documents for each ‘query’ patent—split 30/30 from the Cardiff University
‘long list’ of results to deliberately provide some ‘control’ results) were sent to IPO for assessment.

4.1.2 Qualitative testing
Two patent examiners from each of the three test domains assisted with the evaluation process. For each
of the 10 ‘query’ patents from their domain, each examiner was presented with an EpoqueNet working list
pre-populated with up to 60 documents, with the 30/30 split put in a random order (and a different
random order for each examiner). Once the examiner had grasped the subject matter of the ‘query’ patent
in question, they went through the result documents in the EpoqueNet working list and added documents
to the first drawer that were of any potential relevance to the subject matter of the ‘query’ patent (i.e. the
only documents not added to the first drawer were those that are completely irrelevant). Examiners then
went through the first drawer and added documents to the second drawer if they were considered to be
worth more detailed consideration, in the same way that examiners consider the results of a normal prior
art search. A supervisor from the IPO project board was in the room to provide a quick overview of the
testing process and to answer any questions throughout the day. Each examiner was expected to
complete the evaluation process of the 10 ‘query’ patents in their domain within one day.

4.1.3 Focus group
The qualitative testing was followed by a focus group discussion on usability aspects. The meeting was
attended by all patent examiners who have taken part in the evaluation testing and one of the Primary
Investigators from Cardiff University.
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4.2

Results and discussion

4.2.1 Classification
Cross-validation experiments were used to assess the performance of machine learning algorithms on the
training data. The best performing algorithm was chosen to be built into the system's classification
module. The model was re-trained on all available training data and finally evaluated with holdout testing
using the entire test dataset. The classification performance is summarised in the confusion matrix shown
in Table 5. These values were used to evaluate the classification performance in terms of precision, recall
and F-measure (see Table 6).
Table 5: Confusion matrix

Predicted

Actual

Civil
engineering

Computer
technology

Transport

Civil engineering

8,115

0

0

Computer technology

0

12,422

0

Transport

0

0

12,560

Table 6: Classification performance

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Support

Civil engineering

100%

100%

100%

8,115

Computer technology

100%

100%

100%

12,422

Transport

100%

100%

100%

12,560

Micro-average

100%

100%

100%

33,097

Macro-average

100%

100%

100%

33,097

4.2.2 Topic modelling
The IPC classification system is designed to facilitate prior art searches by organising patents into indexed,
manageable structures for easy retrieval. The role of classification described in the previous section is to
assign a new application to an appropriate IPC code. Nonetheless, the number of patents across IPC
codes varies significantly, with some being very broad and heterogeneous in nature. Topic modelling is a
method to organise, understand and summarise large collections of textual information. Within the system,
the role of topic modelling is to assort patents within each code into homogeneous clusters. Each cluster
corresponds to a topic, which is described by a set of keywords that differentiates it from other topics.
The system automatically maps a new application to its most likely topics. However, the user is given an
opportunity to validate the proposed mappings or override them, with the immediate goal of enabling a
more focused search with fewer false positive for the user to sift through. The secondary goal of such user
intervention is to provide feedback to the system so that it can learn to auto-correct itself through its
usage. For a user to make an informed decision about the validity of topics, they need to be easily
interpretable. Interpretability can also help improve the user's trust in AI as well as diagnose the underlying
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issues in the machine learning model and/or training data. However, interpretability is a cognitive concept
that is not immediately quantifiable.

Figure 2: Experimental protocol for measuring topic interpretability

To measure interpretability of topics, experiments were designed using a protocol illustrated in Figure 2. In
this scenario, two patent examiners were paired. A topic, described by its keywords, was presented to
each examiner. Each examiner was asked to name the topic independently using a phrase that
generalises the collective meaning of the keywords. No restrictions were imposed onto the choice of
vocabulary or phrase format used by the examiners, but they were allowed to refer to official terminology if
they believed it could help them identify a suitable phrase. Similarly, they were also allowed to search the
Internet using the topic's keywords. The examiners were asked to estimate the confidence in their final
choice on a 5-point Likert scale (see Table 7).
Table 7: Confidence Likert scale

Scale

Description

Table 8: Similarity Likert scale

Scale

Description

0

Not confident at all

-3

Very dissimilar

1

Slightly confident

-2

Moderately dissimilar

2

Somewhat confident

-1

Slightly dissimilar

3

Moderately confident

1

Slightly similar

4

Very confident

2

Moderately similar
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In the second phase, both examiners gained access to the other examiner's choice of a topic's name.
They were then asked to independently estimate the similarity of the two names on a 6-point Likert scale
(see Table 8). The average similarity was used to estimate the interpretability of topics under the
hypothesis that high similarity implies high interpretability and vice versa. The experimental data were
collected for 10 topics in each domain, each described by a total of 15 keywords (see Table 9 to Table
11). The average confidence was found to be 2.95, 3.00 and 3.10 in civil engineering, computer
technology and transport respectively. Therefore, the confidence was consistently found to be moderate
(see Table 7 for interpretation of the corresponding Likert scale). The average similarity was found to be
1.40 (slightly similar), 2.35 (moderately similar) and 2.65 (very similar) in civil engineering, computer
technology and transport respectively (see Table 8 for interpretation of the corresponding Likert scale). In
addition, inter-annotator agreement for both confidence and similarity were calculated to check whether
the examiners were consistently finding some topics more difficult to interpret than others. For this
purpose, weighted Cohen's kappa coefficient (Cohen, 1960; Cohen, 1968; Fleiss et al., 1969; Fleiss and
Cohen, 1973) was used.
The results are given in Table 12 to Table 15. Although the confidence was found to be moderately high
overall, it varied significantly across the topics in computer technology (see Table 12 and Table 13). On
the other hand, the judgement of similarity was found to be very consistent across all domains (see Table
14 and Table 15), albeit the similarity was found to be low in civil engineering. The high similarity and high
agreement obtained for transport illustrate the potential of using topic modelling to support prior art
searches. The preliminary results were obtained using a fixed number of topics and their keywords.
Further experiments are needed to optimise the parameters of topic modelling for individual domains, as
these can vary considerably in terms of their breadth and depth, as illustrated by the preliminary topic
modelling results.
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Table 9: Topic interpretability experiment results - civil engineering

ID

Keywords

1

fluid drilling wellbore tool string
valve downhole flow gas tubular
oil injection sealing bore annular

2

sensor detection data power
light unit signal electric
information transmitted vehicle
display electronic
communication receiving

Name

Confidence

Similarity

well boring

very confident

very similar

oil drilling, particularly
bore linings and
maintenance

moderately
confident

very similar

real time traffic signs

somewhat
confident

slightly similar

automated vehicles
infrastructure

somewhat
confident

slightly similar

elevator

slightly confident

very dissimilar

3

tower platform post barry ladder
vehicle anchor concrete rail road
frame track ground member
cable

construction of transport
infrastructure

slightly confident

very dissimilar

flushing mechanisms

moderately
confident

very similar

4

water drain air flow toilet valve
outlet pipe pool cleaning tank
inlet filter flush waste

domestic plumbing,
toilets in particular

very confident

slightly similar

insulation for buildings

moderately
confident

very similar

manufacturer of building
materials for construction,
insulated building panels
in particular

moderately
confident

very similar

panel flow member profile plate
edge roof frame building beam
tile cover concrete sheet
reinforcing

roof drainage or guttering

somewhat
confident

moderately similar

materials for roof
structures

moderately
confident

slightly similar

window rail frame roller sash
guide screen member cord slats
blind profile sliding panel door

windows for buildings

very confident

very similar

7

window/doors and
coverings thereof

very confident

very similar

cutting device for well
boring

very confident

very similar

8

drilling bit cutting tubular pipe
pile tool member sealing blade
string body axis tubular ring

oil drilling, particularly
design of the drilling
equipment itself

moderately
confident

very similar

hydraulic engine boom machine
valve pump work motor drive
cylinder bucket excavator arm
speed vehicle

augur or land moving

moderately
confident

slightly similar

civil (not domestic) waste
system construction e.g.
sewers, treatment plants

somewhat
confident

slightly similar

door lock hinge member latch
pin body sliding handle plate
lever spring pivot key arm

hinges for doors

very confident

slightly similar

locks and locking
mechanisms

very confident

moderately
dissimilar

5

6

9

10

layer inside composition heat
sheet panel polymer fiber
coating glass resin fibre adhered
water particular
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Table 10: Topic interpretability experiment results – computer technology

ID

Keywords

1

search database web file
document control item query
page text network language
model code test

Name

Confidence

Similarity

information retrieval

slightly confident

very similar

databases, data retrieval, parsing, code
testing, virtual code deployment
G06F16, G06F17/20, G06F11, G06F8

moderately
confident

moderately similar

memory addressing/allocation

somewhat
confident

very similar

virtual machine, hypervisor, resource
allocation, scheduling, RAID, distributed
storage, cloud storage system, virtual
address space, memory interconnect
G06F3/06, G06F12/08, G06F12/02,
G06F9/50, G06F13/16, G06F15/16

moderately
confident

moderately
dissimilar

power supply (PSU)

moderately
confident

moderately similar

power control circuit for system with
battery, power save management, clock
domains, semiconductor memory,
G06F1/28, G06F1/32

moderately
confident

moderately similar

printers/printing

very confident

very similar

4

print job sheet scanning
document recording label
driver copy page color CPU
peripheral installed panel

printers, printing job scheduling, printer
control, printer drivers, G06F3/12,
H04N1, G06F9

very confident

very similar

image recognition for vehicle systems

moderately
confident

very similar

5

pixel camera region vehicle
model color captured
measurement light sensor
calculated target analysis
frame motion

road/speed camera, on-vehicle camera,
image processing, image analysis for
vehicle recognition, sensor based image
processing - not G06F

somewhat
confident

moderately similar

speech processing

very confident

moderately similar

6

audio speech encoding code
frequency decoding sound
noise frame band channel
filter voice sample bit

transmission of speech data, noise filter,
not G06F

somewhat
confident

slightly similar

touchscreens

very confident

very similar

7

touch electrode panel sensor
light layer surface conductive
capacity substrate fingerprint
transparent film emitting
finger

touchscreen, capacity based
touchscreen, security G06F3, G06F21

very confident

very similar

RFID tags (record carriers)

moderately
confident

very similar

8

tag RFID antenna card
magnetic member surface
housing layer electronic body
circuit board sides contact

barcodes readers, not G06F

moderately
confident

moderately similar

user/client authentication

moderately
confident

very similar

security, mobile access control,
authentication, G06F21

moderately
confident

very similar

touchscreen user interfaces

somewhat
confident

very similar

gesture based input to touchscreen,
G06F3

very confident

very similar

2

instruction cache node virtual
network host address
request bus write logic
resource disk machine task

3

power circuit voltage cell
clock bit line gate transistor
supply write switch charge
array semiconductor

9

10

authentication network
second client control mobile
terminal key message
encryption wireless request
file card software
touch screen terminal mobile
electronic sensor key
broadcast gesture moving
icon button wireless menu
control
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Table 11: Topic interpretability experiment results – transport

ID

Keywords

1

frame rear seat bicycle member arm
suspended left right pivot motorcycle rider
axle cover link

Name

Confidence

Similarity

two wheel vehicle
suspension

moderately
confident

moderately similar

rider propelled vehicles,
cycles

moderately
confident

moderately similar

light image display data information
sensor detection signal camera lamp
communication mirror reflected process
emitting

vehicle control and driver
interaction

moderately
confident

very similar

vehicle control systems

slightly confident

very similar

3

power battery electric charging voltage
supply circuit current switch converter cell
storage coil inverter energy

electric vehicles

very confident

very similar

electric vehicles

very confident

very similar

hybrid vehicles

very confident

very similar

4

gear engine transmitted clutch shaft
power speed torque electric output hybrid
input machine shift combustion

hybrid vehicles

moderately
confident

very similar

tire rubber tread layer composition groove
bead polymer cord pneumatic group
circumferential resin compound fiber

car tires

very confident

very similar

5

tyres

very confident

very similar

aircraft wing blade vessel lift track trailer
assembly platform actuator said propeller
landing load flight

aircraft

very confident

very similar

6

aircraft

moderately
confident

very similar

vehicle stability control

very confident

moderately similar

7

steering brake detection sensor speed
value torque acceleration angle assist
determined signal calculated target
estimated

vehicle control

moderately
confident

moderately similar

combustion engines

somewhat
confident

moderately similar

8

air valve heat pressure tank cooling gas
fluid fuel chamber flow engine
compressor inlet water

gas turbine engines

moderately
confident

very similar

member lock shaft steering bearing ring
assembly hub housing plate hole engine
pin spring column

steering columns

moderately
confident

slightly similar

steering arrangements

slightly confident

very similar

seat panel member airbag door wall roof
inflator material cover frame rail rear belt
bag

vehicle seats and seatbelts

moderately
confident

very similar

vehicle seats

moderately
confident

very similar

2

9

10
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Table 12: Cohen's kappa coefficient with linear weighting on confidence

Observed
kappa

Standard
error

Confidence
interval

Maximum
possible

Proportion
of maximum
possible

Civil engineering

0.5283

0.2025

0.1314-0.9252

0.9057

0.5833

Computer technology

0.1111

0.2267

0.0000-0.5554

0.7778

0.1428

Transport

0.1667

0.1318

0.0000-0.4250

0.3750

0.4445

Domain

Table 13: Cohen's kappa coefficient with quadratic weighting on confidence

Observed
kappa

Standard
error

Confidence
interval

Maximum
possible

Proportion
of maximum
possible

Civil engineering

0.7368

0.1558

0.4315-1.0000

0.9474

0.7777

Computer technology

0.0141

n/a

n/a

0.7183

0.0196

Transport

0.3182

n/a

n/a

0.3182

1.0000

Domain

Table 14: Cohen's kappa coefficient with linear weighting on similarity

Observed
kappa

Standard
error

Confidence
interval

Maximum
possible

Proportion
of maximum
possible

Civil engineering

0.6970

0.1729

0.3581-1.0000

0.6970

1.0000

Computer technology

0.5352

0.2542

0.0371-1.0000

0.5352

1.0000

Transport

0.8024

0.1706

0.4680-1.0000

0.8024

1.0000

Domain

Table 15: Cohen's kappa coefficient with quadratic weighting on similarity

Observed
kappa

Standard
error

Confidence
interval

Maximum
possible

Proportion
of maximum
possible

Civil engineering

0.8172

0.0872

0.6462-0.9882

n/a

n/a

Computer technology

0.6475

0.2749

0.1087-1.0000

n/a

n/a

Transport

0.9231

n/a

n/a

0.9231

1.0000

Domain
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4.2.3 Information retrieval
To evaluate the performance of information retrieval, the framework shown in Figure 3 was followed. The
role of the system in this framework was to facilitate the formulation of the search query by a patent
examiner, contextualise the query in terms of relevant domain and topic within and ultimately to retrieve
the corresponding patents. To evaluate the performance of information retrieval, the search results were
presented back to the examiner who then annotated their relevance on a 3-point Likert scale (Yes, Maybe,
No) in line with the concept of the first and second drawer described in Section 4.1. The annotations were
then used to calculate precision, which corresponds to the percentage of relevant documents among
those retrieved by the system. The examiners were not shown the rank at this point, but this information
was preserved nonetheless in order to calculate precision at k.

Figure 3: Evaluation framework for information retrieval
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Figure 4 provides the distribution of relevance annotations for each test 'query' and each patent examiner
separately.

Figure 4: Distribution of annotated results

As the examiners formulated their search queries independently, the search results differed accordingly,
hence the variation in the number of retrieved documents and their relevance. Table 16 illustrates the
degree of variation in the way search queries were formulated, with some taking full advantage of the
search syntax (e.g. see Examiner B in computer technology) and others using the search syntax
incorrectly (e.g. Examiner A in civil engineering used AND to link synonyms such as water, fluid and liquid
instead of OR). Despite the Help information being provided with the system together with the built-in
functionality to semi-automate query formulation, not all examiners seemed to have taken advantage of
these features. Ideally, in any future experiments, they should receive prior training and be given a few
days to familiarise themselves with the system in order to test the performance of the system rather than
the proficiency of the user with respect to system usage.
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Table 16: Search queries (note the use of Boolean logic; | indicates an OR operator, multiple keywords suggest an
AND operator)

Computer technology

Civil engineering

Domain

Patent

Examiner A

Examiner B

GB2565815A

vacuum vip insulate heat thermal

insulation thermal (panel | board)
building construction (vacuum| void)
air cavity

GB2571812A

tent dome geodesic shelter

frame (tent | collapsible shelter)
|camp) (pole | rod) junction connect
join hub socket

GB2566303A

panel support mount anchor rail
balustrade barrier hand rail

panel balcony (balustrade | handrail)
clamp wedge

GB2566266A

break bend snap tension pipe tube
tubular umbilical

bend curve (restrict | limit) (tubular |
tube-shaped) prevent wellbore pipe

GB2571619A

panel plate board water fluid liquid
prevent impervious

(panel | board) building water
exterior cavity (channel | groove)
drainage wall

GB2565517A

water rain storage tank vessel

water storage reservoir tank
collapse portable bladder

GB2570957A

water fluid layer oil gas interface
antenna transmit radio microwave

fluid layer interface wellbore
downhole oil (detection | sensing)
electromagnetic microwave

GB2566989A

brick mould cast block build

(panel | board) brick masonry
cement mould (imitate | copy)

GB2568593A

body fluid control drilling hydraulic
abandon end of life plug seal string
bore wellbore

drilling (sealing | seal off) bore bit
cutting sealed oil well plug mill
abandon

GB2565648A

bit sinter cutting tip drill tool

((drilling | boring) | drill) bit hard
tungsten sintered (earth | ground)
carbide

GB2568786A

view plant gui configure theme

gui* | "user interface*" theme* |
color* | colour* | dimension* | size* |
font* | display* chang* | adjust* |
modif* | adapt* | differ* measur* |
control* | sens* | detect* | param*

GB2571818A

encoding neural network select
interpolation

encode encoding encoded "neural
network" "machine learning"
choose (choice | (pick | selection))
option

GB2570785A

floorplan robot image

(robot* | automat* | autonom*) +
(floor* | plan* | map*)

GB2569804A

authentication device service two
second factor credential registered

authenticat* + (lan | "local area
network") + ( multiple | second* |
devices | plural*) + (register* |
subscrib* | join* | registrat*)

GB2569223A

feed paper printer display

(print* | paper* | sheet*) + (manag* |
config* | control*)

GB2570536A

wearable ecg authentication
temperature

(biometric* | heart* | ecg | pulse*) +
(authenticat* | authori* | secur*) +
(wearabl* | watch* | cloth*)

GB2568779A

compare specie database

("imag* | object* | scene* | species |
visual* recogn*") + (confidence* |
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Transport

threshold*) compar* | match*
propert* | dimension* | attribute* |
shape* | size* | characteristic* |
parameter*
GB2569426A

segmentation roi neural second

"medical imag*" | "medical
diagnos*" | cade | cadx roi | loi |
"region of interest" | locat* | posit* |
area* | region*

GB2570970A

sharp blur exposure virtual select
region

("long-exposure" | "long exposure")
virtual photography image
(aggregate | combine | flatten |
composite)

GB2571386A

vehicle control autonomous training
learning

steer sensor park autonomous

GB2568389A

aircraft seat passenger light lamp
sign display information

aircraft airplane display information
sign

GB2568714A

vehicle car pedal accelerator throttle
lock

(pedal | foot pedal) prevent

GB2568707A

vehicle car load floor spare wheel

floor (raise | lift) (clip | hold | retain)

GB2568465A

electric battery vehicle car charge
control

electric charge range predict

GB2568133A

child seat vehicle car

(child | baby) seat harness lock

GB2571588A

sensor detect object target identify
classify vehicle car

adaptive cruise camera image
coefficient

GB2565174A

gear change shift foot pedal
motorcycle

speed gear (motorcycle | motorbike)
(shift | downshift | upshift)
(foot|feet|boot|shoe)

GB2570629A

rear view mirror camera control
gesture

rear camera gesture

GB2571983A

vehicle car driver camera monitor
image

camera driver angle

To investigate the impact of different search queries, the corresponding search results between the two
examiners was compared. Table 17 shows the total number of patents retrieved by the examiner A but
not the examiner B (see column A – B) and vice versa (see column B – A). On the overlapping set of
patents (see column A ∩ B), i.e. those retrieved (and annotated) by both examiners, inter-annotator
agreement using Cohen's kappa coefficient (Cohen, 1960) was calculated. Strict agreement was applied
using the original annotations (Yes, Maybe and No). For lenient agreement, the three labels were
conflated into two, Relevant (Yes or Maybe) versus Irrelevant (No). Fair agreement was observed in civil
engineering and computer technology but was found to be unexpectedly low in transport, which
invalidates the evaluation results in this domain. Ideally, in any future experiments, a third independent
examiner should resolve any disagreements in order to establish ground truth.
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Table 17: Differences in the search results and their interpretation

Domain

A–B

B–A

A∩B

Strict
agreement

Lenient
agreement

Civil engineering

119

206

53

0.4135

0.6710

Computer technology

183

226

78

0.3221

0.5636

Transport

31

80

34

0.1990

0.2446

Finally, using the two labels Relevant versus Irrelevant, the precision was calculated using all annotated
patents. The results are given in Table 18. On average, the overall precision varied between 34% and
50% across the six examiners, with the overall average being 38%. Taking the ranking into account,
these results were stratified across top 10, 20 and 30 documents (see Figure 5). Upon closer inspection,
it was observed that precision at k = 10 varied between 30% and 50%. This means that the first page of
search results contained between 3 and 5 relevant documents.
Table 18: Overall precision of information retrieval

Civil
engineering

Computer
technology

Transport

Patent

A

B

A

B

A

B

1

67%

13%

50%

50%

33%

43%

2

100%

100%

50%

6%

50%

38%

3

0%

100%

50%

37%

3%

20%

4

33%

17%

26%

17%

18%

10%

5

50%

25%

23%

23%

30%

50%

6

0%

0%

72%

64%

97%

53%

7

50%

0%

0%

13%

23%

33%

8

25%

100%

66%

43%

37%

31%

9

20%

60%

8%

50%

53%

47%

10

33%

87%

20%

16%

Average

38%

50%

36%

34%

38%

34%
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Examiner B

Transport

Computer Technology

Civil Engineering

Examiner A

Figure 5: Precision at the top k retrieved documents (k = 10, 20, 30)
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4.2.4 Usability
The focus group discussion mainly focused on effectiveness, the ability of the system to retrieve the
closest documents and their ranking. The group discussed relevance in the context of prior art searches
and the different search strategies patent examiners employ.
In general, the patent examiners were disappointed by the large number of irrelevant items on their list
(note that the retrieved ‘results’ deliberately included a large number of irrelevant patents. The examiners
were not told about the 30/30 split at the time of the testing; they were under the impression that the
purpose of the study was to generate search queries. The 30/30 split to remove positive bias may have
inadvertently led to introducing negative bias.
In most cases, the examiners did not find the suggested keywords very helpful. They thought that topic
modelling and visualisation could be potentially very useful. Ranking was in their opinion the most
interesting aspect (note that the similarity scores were removed from the interface and the results were
presented in random order). The examiners had different views about full-text search strategies (most felt
that the full-text was full of misinformation) and which part of the patent provides the best starting point for
their searches. The examiners were interested in the potential to discover new classifications and
commented that incremental inventions are described using the existing taxonomy, but emerging
disruptive technology and radically new inventions require evolving classifications.
The examiners made a number of suggestions about how the system performance could be improved.
This includes using flexible search strategies (e.g. using different parts of the patent text at different stages
of the search process, selecting the most relevant paragraphs to the crux of the invention to make the
retrieval task more focused, changing the weighting of the search parameters), hybrid search strategies
(e.g. combining text and picture searches) and knowledge-based search strategies (e.g. enhancing the
search with knowledge types such as method, process, methodology, etc.) and using domain-specific
ontologies. The usability of the graphical user interface (GUI) and the impact of scrolling, especially on
search term/synonym selection were also discussed. The focus group agreed that the best search tool
should be one that supports a dynamic, iterative search process.
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5

Conclusions

This study aimed to develop a proof-of-concept for an AI-powered patent prior art search/due-diligence
check that could form part of the online patent filing and patent examiner prior art searching processes.
The proof-of-concept was used as a platform for experimental comparisons between different AI
techniques. A wide range of state-of-the-art supervised and unsupervised machine learning approaches
were considered that could support the tasks of feature extraction, query expansion, document
classification, document clustering and topic modelling.
The study concluded that it was not feasible with current AI tools to provide a fully automated solution as
part of the application filing process. Nevertheless, the classification task produced very high classification
accuracy, which shows potential to embed this function in the online patent pre-filing process to allow
customers thinking of applying for a patent to more easily undertake due diligence checks. The developed
proof-of-concept for an AI-powered patent prior art search showed that AI has the potential to assist
patent examiners in the future as part of the prior art searching process. Different state-of-the-art AI
algorithms can be used to retrieve the closest documents, rank relevant documents, suggest synonyms,
suggest classifications, cluster and visualise the retrieved documents/concepts.
The study strongly suggests that the use of AI techniques to retrieve and rank documents could reduce
the time and cost of prior art searches, and especially the process of sifting through the large number of
patents retrieved. The experimental results for precision varied between 30% and 50%, which means that
the first 10 search results contained between 3 and 5 relevant documents. However, AI is less effective in
selecting relevant search queries. This was expected as the drafting of the search statement is one of the
most important and knowledge-intensive parts of the process. It requires clear understanding of the
critical subject matter and the potential novelty of the application. Patent examiners often modify the
search statement several times and often use words which do not necessarily appear in the original
claims. Drafting of the search statement should remain a human task to suitably bound the AI search
because of the wealth of specialist expertise and experience that an examiner has, and should not be
something to be performed by AI. Therefore, it could be feasible to provide examiners with a tool to aid
searching but an AI-assisted search would require an examiner to formulate a search statement; there are
currently no effective AI algorithms which can process the application and generate a search statement.
Another useful function could be topic modelling, i.e. the categorisation of patents into easily interpretable
topics, each described by a set of keywords. It could be used by both applicants and patent examiners to
visualise a domain but could be also utilised by data analysts to discover abstract topics, new terminology
and trends in different domains emerging in parts of the world.
The evaluation of the AI algorithms has clearly been challenging without separating the two aspects
(search and retrieval). A better approach would have been to use the search statements formed by the
patent examiners and focus on the retrieval and ranking aspects of the task only, although this was
unfortunately out of the scope of this study because of IPO data sharing restrictions on the unpublished
examiner search statements.
The study highlighted significant differences in the search strategies employed by the examiners and the
need for innovative tools which support more flexible search strategies. There are opportunities to
enhance the current search process by developing new tools for retrieving image-based patents,
collecting evidence of due diligence, spotting ambiguity, finding contradictions and visualising relationships
among documents.
In conclusion, the study evaluated the viability of different AI technologies for patent prior art searching,
including supervised and unsupervised machine learning, and found clear evidence that none of the
available AI algorithms on their own can support every aspect of the prior art search process. The study
identified the potential of new approaches combining AI with NLP and computational semantics, and
highlighted the importance of human-centred decision and performance support tools. There is a need for
a larger scale and more rigorous testing with more patents and examiners and more cutting-edge
research on new algorithms supporting flexible search strategies and a dynamic, iterative search process.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Software libraries
Table 19: Software libraries used to support implementation

ID

Functionality

Library

S1

Linguistic pre-processing
- Tokenisation
- Lemmatisation
- Stemming
- WordNet interface

Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)
https://www.nltk.org/

S2

Search engine
- Tokenisation
- Lemmatisation
- Stemming
- Unicode normalisation
- Indexing
- Document similarity

Elasticsearch
https://www.elastic.co/

S3

Term extraction
- Multi-word terms
- Acronyms

FlexiTerm
https://github.com/ispasic/FlexiTerm

S4

Word embeddings

word2vec
https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/

S5

Machine learning
- Vectorization
- Classification
- Similarity measures

scikit-learn
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

S6

Topic modelling

gensim
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
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Appendix 2: Validation domains
Table 20: Validation domains - civil engineering

Code

Heading

E01

Construction of roads, railways, or bridges

E02

Hydraulic engineering; foundations; soil-shifting

E03

Water supply; sewerage

E04

Building

E05

Locks; keys; window or door fittings; safes

E06

Doors, windows, shutters, or roller blinds, in general; ladders

E21

Earth or rock drilling; mining

E99

Subject matter not otherwise provided for in this section

Table 21: Validation domains – computer technology

Code

Heading

G06

Computing; calculating; counting

G10L

Speech analysis or synthesis; speech recognition; speech or voice processing; speech or
audio coding or decoding

G11C

Static stores

Table 22: Validation domains - transport

Code

Heading

B60

Vehicles in general

B61

Railways

B62

Land vehicles for travelling otherwise than on rails

B63

Ships or other waterborne vessels; related equipment

B64

Aircraft; aviation; cosmonautics

Appendix 3: Data format
XML schema: see https://xmlgrid.net/
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Appendix 4: Multi-word terms extracted
Table 23: Multi-word terms extracted automatically by FlexiTerm - civil engineering

ID

Term variants

Score

Rank

1

present invention

47.1340

1

2

present disclosure

14.5561

2

3

lift arm assembly

10.9861

3

4

drilling fluid

10.8131

4

5

patent document
cf patent document

9.9351

5

6

ESP
electric submersible pump
electric submersible pumps
ESPs

9.8875

6

7

hydraulic pump
hydraulic pumps

9.7041

7

8

drill string
drill strings

9.0109

8

9

variable speed limit
VSL

7.9649

9

10

wall structure

7.7979

10

11

rock drilling machine
rock drilling machines

7.6903

11

12

support wall structure

7.6903

11

13

preamble of claim
preamble claim
preamble of claims
preambles of claims

7.6246

12

14

BHA
bottom hole assembly
bottomhole assembly

7.6246

12

15

screen device
screen devices
screening device

7.6246

12

16

elevator car

7.2780

13

17

formation fluid
formation fluids

7.0701

14

18

arm directional control valve

6.9315

15

19

vacuum thermal insulator

6.5917

16

20

speed limit

6.4694

17

21

architectural decoration panel dry-hang structure

6.4378

18

22

subterranean formations
subterranean formation

5.5452

19

23

boom directional control valve

5.5452

19
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24

power machines
power machine

5.5452

19

25

hydraulic fluid

5.5452

19

26

transverse skeleton
transverse skeletons

5.5452

19

27

fiber optic lines
fiber optic line

5.4931

20

28

faaade cleaning apparatus

5.4931

20

29

DFA
downhole fluid analysis

5.4931

20

30

schematic view of apparatus

5.4931

20

31

exhaust treatment device
exhaust treatment devices

5.4931

20

32

composite thermal insulator

5.4931

20

33

hydraulic system

5.1986

21

34

polycrystalline diamond
PCD

5.1986

21

35

waterproof membrane
waterproofing membrane

4.8520

22

36

axis of rotation

4.8520

22

37

open position
open positions

4.8520

22

38

hydraulic excavator
hydraulic excavators

4.8520

22

39

steel joist
steel joists

4.8520

22

40

rock material

4.8520

22

41

data center

4.8520

22

42

retail package
retail packaging
retail packages

4.8520

22

43

outer surface
outer surfaces

4.8520

22

44

storage compartment

4.8520

22

45

applicant 's application no

4.7365

23

46

suspension systems
suspension system

4.6787

24

47

door frame

4.6210

25

48

downhole tool

4.6210

25

49

electronic control unit

4.3944

26

50

sheet metal frame

4.3944

26

51

hydraulic drive system

4.3944

26

52

thermal insulation performance

4.3944

26

53

architectural decoration panel

4.3944

26
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54

door panels

4.3899

27

55

carrier element
carrier elements

4.1589

28

56

ski slope snow tiller

4.1589

28

57

waste receptacle
waste receptacles

4.1589

28

58

earth-boring tools

4.1589

28

59

vsl signs
variable speed limit signs

4.1589

28

60

construction machine

4.1589

28

61

metal frame

4.1589

28

62

closed position

4.1589

28

63

boom cylinder

4.1589

28

64

arm cylinder

4.1589

28

65

opening operation restriction device

4.1589

28

66

sandwich support wall structure

4.1589

28

67

plate-shaped support wall structures

4.1589

28

68

hydraulic cylinder

4.1589

28

69

engagement mechanism

4.1589

28

70

guide rails

4.1589

28

71

elevator shaft

4.1589

28

72

data centres
data centre

4.1589

28

73

wireless portable listening devices
portable wireless listening device

4.1589

28

74

screen roller
screen rollers

4.1589

28

75

door end wall
door inner wall

4.1589

28

76

rock bolt
rock bolts

3.9856

29

77

drive system

3.9278

30

78

prior art

3.8123

31

79

side regions
side region

3.4657

32

80

adhesive portion

3.4657

32

81

carrier sheet

3.4657

32

82

wheel loader
wheel loaders

3.4657

32

83

spacer plate

3.4657

32

84

electric motor
electrical motor

3.4657

32

85

exhaust gas

3.4657

32
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86

window system
window systems

3.4657

32

87

frame structure
structural frame

3.4657

32

88

wire mesh

3.4657

32

89

frame segments
frame segment

3.4657

32

90

sash plane

3.4657

32

91

wet area

3.4657

32

92

flow-chart diagram

3.4657

32

93

coupling assembly

3.4657

32

94

spring packet

3.4657

32

95

swash plate angle

3.2958

33

96

hydraulic drive device

3.2958

33

97

artificial neural network

3.2958

33

98

formation fluid property

3.2958

33

99

formation fluid sample

3.2958

33

100

drilling fluid properties
properties of such drilling fluids

3.2958

33

Table 24: Multi-word terms extracted automatically by FlexiTerm – computer technology

ID

Term variants

Score

Rank

1

present invention

33.2711

1

2

electronic device
electronic devices

21.9497

2

3

operation mode
modes of operation

18.9922

3

4

processing device
processing devices

18.0218

4

5

PCI-E
peripheral component interconnect express

16.6355

5

6

USB
universal serial bus

15.5375

6

7

image data

14.8160

7

8

neural network unit

13.6542

8

9

image processing

12.4766

9

10

computing system
computer system

12.1301

10

11

present disclosure

11.7835

11

12

mobile terminal
mobile terminals

11.7835

11

13

user interface

11.5855

12
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14

patent no

11.4947

13

15

fingerprint recognition

11.4864

14

16

mobile device
mobile devices

9.9640

15

17

electronic picture books
electronic picture book

9.8875

16

18

security system
security systems

9.7041

17

19

computing device
computing devices

9.4268

18

20

portable device
portable devices

9.3575

19

21

detection unit

9.0109

20

22

neural network unit with output buffer feedback

8.9588

21

23

session timeout period

8.7889

22

24

PLM
product lifecycle management

8.7889

22

25

image processing apparatus

8.7889

22

26

display device

8.7337

23

27

rfid tag

8.3178

24

28

communication device
communication device 5a
communication between devices
communication device 5b

8.3178

24

29

electronic system
electronic systems

7.6246

25

30

DPI
dots per inch

7.4513

26

31

power consumption

6.9315

27

32

computer program
computer programs

6.9315

27

33

position indicator
position indicators

6.9315

27

34

fingerprint data

6.9315

27

35

system for data

6.7582

28

36

NMSs
network management systems
network management system

6.5917

29

37

gas turbine engine
gas turbine engines

6.5917

29

38

REE
rich execution environment
rich ree

6.5917

29

39

network functions virtualization
NFV

6.5917

29
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virtual network function
VNF
40

SCM
source code management

6.5917

29

41

frequency band
frequency bands

6.4694

30

42

contact lens virtual fitting method

6.4378

31

43

japanese patent no

6.3170

32

44

touch panel
touch panels

6.2383

33

45

user guide
user guides

6.2383

33

46

fingerprint sensor
fingerprint sensors

6.2383

33

47

control device

6.2383

33

48

operation mode control unit

6.2383

33

49

data transfers
transfer of data

5.5452

34

50

patent document

5.5452

34

51

virtual machines
virtual machine
VMs

5.5452

34

52

execution environment

5.5452

34

53

data card
data cards

5.5452

34

54

data connector

5.5452

34

55

usb jack

5.5452

34

56

liquid crystal terminal device

5.5452

34

57

chinese patent application no

5.5452

34

58

electronic card
electronic cards

5.5452

34

59

DRAM
dynamic random access memory

5.5452

34

60

count unit

5.5452

34

61

electronic files
electronic file

5.5452

34

62

portable security device
portable security devices

5.4931

35

63

ASR
automatic speech recognition

5.4931

35

64

operating system
OS

5.3719

36

65

network function

5.3141

37
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66

transport layer
transport layers

5.1986

38

67

image environment

5.1986

38

68

RAMs
random access memories

4.9438

39

69

fingerprint recognition apparatus
fingerprint recognition apparatuses

4.9438

39

70

computer system interface

4.9438

39

71

audio signal
audio signals

4.8520

40

72

host device
host of devices

4.8520

40

73

peripheral devices
peripheral device

4.8520

40

74

patent literature
patent literatures

4.8520

40

75

head-mounted display
head-mounted displays

4.8520

40

76

wireless tag
wireless tags

4.8520

40

77

pci-e bus

4.8283

41

78

audio file
audio files

4.6210

42

79

mobile electronic device
mobile electronic devices

4.3944

43

80

SDK
software development kit

4.3944

43

81

position detection sensor

4.3944

43

82

fingerprint recognition pattern

4.3944

43

83

flexible circuit board

4.3944

43

84

display image data

4.3944

43

85

displays images

4.3899

44

86

control unit

4.3322

45

87

communication system

4.1589

46

88

power state
power state power

4.1589

46

89

resource manager
resource management

4.1589

46

90

usb interface

4.1589

46

91

storage system
storage systems

4.1589

46

92

internet small computer system interface
ISCSI

4.1589

46

93

contact lenses

4.1589

46
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94

motion detection

4.1589

46

95

power supply

3.9278

47

96

imaging device

3.9278

48

97

information processing

3.9278

48

98

speech recognition

3.9278

48

99

type fingerprint recognition

3.8451

49

100

remote tlt
remote tlts

3.4657

50

Score

Rank

Table 25: Multi-word terms extracted automatically by FlexiTerm - transport

ID

Term variants

1

present invention

48.9824

1

2

electric power

21.7186

2

3

conventional converter

20.3931

3

4

electric vehicle
EV
electric vehicles

18.7150

4

5

motor vehicle
motor vehicles

17.3287

5

6

patent application

14.5561

6

7

UAS
unmanned aerial system

14.2820

7

8

pneumatic tire
pneumatic tires

13.0543

8

9

shock absorber

12.9387

9

10

power transmission

12.9099

10

11

secondary battery
secondary batteries

11.0904

11

12

present disclosure

10.3972

12

13

side wall
side walls

10.3972

12

14

torque sensor

9.7041

13

15

door mirror

9.7041

13

16

japanese patent application publication no
japanese patent application publications no

9.6566

14

17

vehicle body

9.3575

15

18

hybrid vehicle

9.0109

16

19

road surface

9.0109

16

20

lithium secondary battery
lithium secondary batteries

8.7889

17

21

vehicle system
vehicle systems

8.6148

18

22

rubber polymer
rubber polymers

8.3178

19

23

control unit

8.3178

19
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24

rubber composition
rubber compositions

8.3178

19

25

vehicle driver

8.3178

19

26

drive wheels
wheel drive

8.0405

20

27

power transmission device

7.6903

21

28

patent literature

7.6246

22

29

side sections
side section

7.6246

22

30

publication no

7.2780

23

31

wireless power transmission system
wireless power transmission systems

6.9315

24

32

transmission shaft support elements

6.9315

24

33

battery pack

6.9315

24

34

gear connection element
gear connection elements

6.5917

25

35

patent document
patent documents

6.2383

26

36

transmission shaft
transmission shafts

6.2383

26

37

emergency vehicles
emergency vehicle

5.9611

27

38

wheel hub

5.5452

28

39

blind spots
blind spot

5.5452

28

40

pneumatic tyre
pneumatic tyres

5.5452

28

41

thrust reverser cowlings

5.4931

29

42

thrust reverser
thrust reversers

4.8520

30

43

control apparatus

4.8520

30

44

vehicle for drive

4.8520

30

45

shaft gears
shaft gear

4.8520

30

46

japanese patent application laid-open
JP-A

4.8520

30

47

cargo compartment
cargo compartments

4.8520

30

48

work vehicle

4.8520

30

49

p-polarized light
s-polarized light
p-polarized light from light

4.8520

30

50

milling machine

4.8520

30

51

emergency vehicle patient transport systems
emergency vehicle patient transport system

4.8283

31

52

power transfer unit

4.3944

32

53

wheel suspension arrangement

4.3944

32
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54

side rear view

4.3944

32

55

pulse width modulation
PWM

4.3944

32

56

rotary connector device

4.3944

32

57

electric drive vehicle
vehicle with electric drive

4.3944

32

58

clutch control unit

4.3944

32

59

railway freight car

4.3944

32

60

magnetic field generator

4.3944

32

61

half-latch engagement portion

4.3944

32

62

HEV
hybrid electric vehicle

4.3944

32

63

lng storage tank

4.3944

32

64

primary output command

4.3944

32

65

BMS
battery management system
battery management systems

4.3944

32

66

moulded article
moulded articles

4.1589

33

67

electric drive

4.1589

33

68

mixed cathode active material

4.1589

33

69

kick-up frame connection structure

4.1589

33

70

grip performance on road surfaces
grip performance on such road surfaces

4.1589

33

71

sudden inattention

4.1589

33

72

outer ring
outer rings

4.1589

33

73

magnetic field

4.1589

33

74

hev mode
mode of hybrid electric vehicle

4.1589

33

75

conventional transportation scheduling method

4.1589

33

76

natural gas

4.1589

33

77

japanese unexamined patent application

4.1589

33

78

speed change

4.1589

33

79

gas turbine engine

4.0282

34

80

knuckle boom

3.8123

35

81

air system

3.6968

36

82

landing gear

3.4657

37

83

aircraft engine
aircraft engines

3.4657

37

84

compressor section

3.4657

37

85

vertical distance

3.4657

37

86

steering torque

3.4657

37

87

steering system
steering systems

3.4657

37
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88

storage system

3.4657

37

89

control device

3.4657

37

90

power source
power sources

3.4657

37

91

rear wheels

3.4657

37

92

transfer unit

3.4657

37

93

control systems
control system

3.4657

37

94

tapered rollers

3.4657

37

95

acoustic resonance
acoustic resonances

3.4657

37

96

safety arrangement

3.4657

37

97

car sunshades
car sunshade

3.4657

37

98

energy source
energy sources

3.4657

37

99

air guide

3.4657

37

100

vehicle driveline system

3.2958

38

Appendix 5: Multi-word term dendrograms

Figure 6: Dendrogram of terms from civil engineering
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Figure 7: Dendrogram of terms from computer technology
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Figure 8: Dendrogram of terms from transport
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Appendix 6: Domain-specific uses of the word "driver"
Figure 9 to Figure 11 show an example of domain-specific uses of a particular word, in this instance
“driver”, in each of the three technology domains considered.

Figure 9: Concordances from civil engineering
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Figure 10: Concordances from computer technology
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Figure 11: Concordances from transport
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Appendix 7: Nearest neighbours of the word "driver" in the word
embeddings space

Figure 12: Visualisation of word embeddings from civil engineering

Figure 13: Visualisation of word embeddings from computer technology
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Figure 14: Visualisation of word embeddings from transport
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Appendix 8: Representation of the word "driver" in WordNet

Figure 15: WordNet's web interface
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Appendix 9: Local installation of Elasticsearch service
Using the Python bindings to Elasticsearch, a web interface was created that enables patent examiners to
search for prior art in the three domains of interest: civil engineering computer technology and transport.
Examiners start their search by selecting a 2019 patent from a drop-down menu. This menu provides
three groups of 10 patents with 10 per domain.
The following screenshot shows the drop-down menu that groups the 10 patents in each domain.
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After selecting a patent from the drop-down menu, the interface updates to show the abstract and
description of the patent, as shown in the following screenshot.
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Clicking on the Show Prior Art button presents the patent searching interface shown in the following
screenshot. The input box is initially populated with the top-ranking TF/IDF terms in the patent selected on
the previous page. Examiners can edit the search terms in the input box with their own terms or with
terms chosen from the topic keywords and search terms suggested by the AI algorithms of the system.
The Sector control enables the examiner to select search term suggestions and topic keywords from one
of the three domains: civil engineering, computer technology or transport. The initial domain is selected by
the classifier described in step 1 of Table 4.

The patent search interface provides contextual pop-up help for each set of examiner-selectable data. The
help for a data control is displayed by clicking on the question mark icon next to the title of the control and
is displayed below the control’s title with a green background.
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When examiners have finished editing their search query, clicking the Search button next to the input box
performs the search with Elasticsearch and presents the results, as shown in the following screenshot.
The titles of the matching patents are listed on the left. Clicking on a title presents the patent’s abstract,
description and claims on the right.

Appendix 10: The results of cross-validation classification
experiments

Figure 16: Results of cross-validation classification experiments
(F3P = first three paragraphs; CL = claims; FT = full-text)
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